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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10093-10122
SECRET 231302Z

PART INFO DIR GUAT CITE MEXI 6631

RYBAT LINLUC

1. LICOKY-1 SAID LINLUC-1 TOLD HER 21 OCT BY TELEPHONE MEXI AMB PARTI SHOVED HIM CABLE FROM FORMIN MEXI AUTHORIZING LINLUC TRANSIT VISA ONLY FOR MEXI. CABLE INSISTED HE SHOW PROOF INTENDS ONLY TRANSIT MEXI.

2. LINLUC SAID TRYING ARRANGE VISA FOR COLOMBIA BUT DOES NOT INTEND TO GO THERE. WILL TRY GET OFF IN MEXI AND IF NOT ALLOWED STAY WILL ENTER GUAT ILLICITLY IF NECESSARY.

3. HE NOT EXPECTS LEAVE PARTI 26 OCT BY CABINA.

SECRET